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We have listed some free-phone helplines below which might be helpful:

Lifeline
24hr Freephone Helpline, call: 0808 808 8000

Samaritans
24hr Freephone Helpline, call: 116 123

Campaign Against Living Miserably (CALM)
for men - 5pm to midnight every day Freephone Helpline, call: 0800 58 58 58

National Domestic Violence Helpline
24hr Freephone Helpline run in partnership between Women’s Aid & Refuge, call: 0808 2000 247

Addiction NI
9am-5pm, call: 028 90664434

Parenting NI
9am-8pm Mon-Thurs, 9am-5pm Fri, call: 0808 8010 722

STATEMENT OF 
UNDERSTANDING

Young Hearts & Minds has been designed to address many of 
the key factors impacting on the mental health of children and 
young people. 
      Action Trauma have gathered together some of the 
foremost experts to present a series of presentations and 
workshops to address these issues. 
      Due to the nature of the subject matter and taking into 
account how trauma and stress have affected so many of us, 
presenting education and skills-based learning on a variety of 
sensitive topics can sometimes give rise to distress.  
      Please feel free to decline to participate in any activity 
throughout the programme of events. 

      If at any time during presentations or workshops, you 
would like to talk to someone in a confidential manner, and 
in a safe space, about any of the topics raised during the 
conference, attendees need only approach a member of our 
Event Team and Action Trauma will accommodate your needs. 
      All members of staff have been briefed to be aware of the 
potential for distressed attendees in need of assistance and 
can signpost you to the systems of support available on site. 
There are trauma trained professionals on hand to talk to, 
additionally there are a number of charities and supporting 
organisations willing to help, located on Gallery Level 1, if 
needed.  



Welcome

Welcome to the very first 
Young Hearts & Minds event 
in Belfast.

This city is youthful, vibrant and forward looking, 
but it hasn't always been like that. We have a tragic 
legacy of trauma which goes down the generations 
and affects whole families. As a result, and despite 
enormous local effort and work on the ground, we 
have the highest suicide rate in the UK and the 
worst mental health statistics.

We want to help to change that and, with your 
help, provide not just hope, but a new way of 
thinking about healing and treating trauma. This 
is why we are also running the Trauma Summit, 
simultaneously, in the adjacent Waterfront 
Conference Centre. We want to ‘spread the word’, 
far and wide.

It is estimated that, that across the world, 500 
million people are affected by trauma. It is a world 
pandemic and the resolution of it is essential. 
The advent of neuroscience has brought about 
a whole new meaning and understanding of 
the trauma healing which is being carried out 
internationally, evidenced by the large number 
of international delegates present at the Trauma 
Summit. Increased awareness of trauma will bring 
huge benefits both to Belfast and to the rest of the 
world.

It was Archimedes who said “give me a lever and a 
fulcrum upon which to place it and I shall move the 
world.” This week, the fulcrum is in Belfast.

I would like to personally thank the Action Trauma 
Team for making these events happen and, most 
importantly you, for travelling here, to make it a 
success.

With Warmth and Compassion,

W
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Clive Corry
Director - Action 

Trauma Ltd
A not for profit company



Program
Wednesday
27th June 2018

Key Note Presentations Workshops

10:15am - 
10.30am

10.30am - 
11.30am

11.30am - 
12.30pm

12.30pm - 
1.30pm

1.30pm - 
2.30pm

2.30pm - 
3.30pm

3.30pm - 
4.40pm

4.40pm - 
5.30pm

5.30pm

Introduction & Welcome

Dan Siegel:
Developing A “Yes” Brain In 
Children & Adolescents

Music From #ArtsDialogue 
Collective: 
Ami Yares, Nikos Petsakos & 
Guests, With Sing For Life Choir

Steve Hoskinson with Prof Jim 
Dornan:
Birth & My Baby, Bringing Up Kids 
Trauma Free

Lunch Break: 
#ArtsDialogue Live Music & Sensory 
Experience In Bar 1

Dr Shoshanah Lyons with Roy 
Fears:
Foundations, Floors & Fenestrations 
- The Repair Of The Self From The 
Bottom Up

Resilience Film

Dr Fiona Pienaar:
Safely Navigating Social Media

Close

11.30am - 
12.30pm

3.30pm - 
4.40pm

Gabor Maté:
Beyond The Medical Model: A 
Biopsychosocial View Of Attention 
Defecit Disorder & Other Childhood 
Development Disorders

Dan Siegel:
Cross-Generational Trauma & 
Healing: Harnessing The Power Of 
Consciousness & Community To 
Cultivate Well-Being
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Thursday
28th June 2018

Key Note Presentations Workshops

10.00am - 
11.20am

11.20am - 
12.20pm

12.20pm - 
1.20pm

1.20pm - 
2.20pm

2.20pm - 
3.20pm

3.20pm - 
4.20pm 

4.20pm - 
5.20pm

5.20pm

Robin Shapiro with Marie-Therese 
O’Hagan of WAVE Trauma:
How To Survive The Grief Process

Gary O’Reilly:
Pesky gNATs! Therapeutic 
Computer Games

Lunch Break: 
#ArtsDialogue Live Music & Sensory 
Experience In Bar 1

Gabor Maté:
The Hungry Ghost: A Biospsychosocial 
Perspective on Addiction, from Heroin 
to Workaholism

Open House Festival Choir & Scenes 
From Every Brilliant Thing, By 
Duncan Macmillan, With Jonny 
Donahoe, Performed By Michael King

Fergus Cumiskey:
Understanding Suicide

Finale:
#ArtsDialogue Collective, Sing For 
Life & Open House Festival Choirs

#ArtsDialogue Collective: 
Mim Suleiman & Guests, With Open 
House Festival Choir

11.20am - 
12.20pm

3.20pm - 
4.20pm

Éadaoin Bhreathnach & Billie 
Hughes (CAMHS):
The Just Right State Programme

Elaine Miller-Karas:
Community Resiliency Model®

Program
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General Info
We’d like to introduce you to your hosts; 
Stephen & Mary, the Self-Care Assessors! 

They’ll be your onstage hosts and offstage guides. 
They’re sure to be on hand throughout Young Hearts & 
Minds, checking in with delegates on their ‘Me-Time’ 
regimes - what they like to do for themselves in terms 
of self-care, relaxation and treating themselves. 
Encounters with our Assessors are guaranteed to 
raise a smile and make you think! 

Important Note: If at any time during the conference, you would like to talk to someone in a quiet/safe place 
and in confidence, about any issues or any of the topics raised in the keynote presentations or workshops, please 
approach a member of our ‘Event Team’ staff and Action Trauma will put you in touch with a suitable person. Feel 
free to decline to participate in any activity, at any time. 

 

Keynote Presentations – Main Auditorium  
All Keynote Presentations are being held in the Main Auditorium, seating is unallocated. Please proceed to the door 
number identified on the ticket emailed to you, show your e-ticket to the front of house staff, enter and choose your 
seat. 

 

Workshops - Studio 
The workshop/s you have registered for have been emailed to you, this is separate to your Young Hearts & Minds 
e-ticket. Proceed to the Studio space at the published start time and please show the email confirmation of your 
workshop registration to the front of house staff at the Studio.  

 

Lunchtime, Breaks, & Bar 1 
We have provided retail catering and tea & coffee facilities located on the ground floor for you to avail of during 
breaks and lunch. We’ve also included some interactive music and sensory experience activities for you to enjoy in 
Bar 1 on the first floor! The #ArtsDialogue Collective from Beyond Skin will be on site throughout the two days, more 
info on this can be found on the #ArtsDialogue page.  

 

Gallery Level 1 
On the first floor you will find exhibitors and systems of support from Lifeline, Barnardos, Regional Fostering & 
Adoption Care, Victims & Survivors Service NI, Ireland Somatic Experiencing, Parentkind, Start 360, Streetbeat Youth 
Project, Wave Trauma Centre, Action Mental Health, New Life Counselling, PIPs, Connected for Life, Women’s Aid, 
Body & Soul, Breakthrough Programme, & No Alibi Bookstore with a selection of relevant books available.

 

HEALING        RESILIENCE        RESTORATION         EQUALITY

Stephen & Mary 

Self-Care Assessors



We believe the world can be safe and equal again.

Special Early Bird Tickets only €295 until 31st July 2018

Book your place in history today at 
www.safeireland.ie

It is possible for the world to be safe again.

To achieve it we have to work together - to understand the root causes and devastating impacts of trauma, to explore 
ways to heal, to build resilience and to restore the balance of equality.

At Safe World Summit 2018 we are bringing together the world’s greatest innovators and leaders, thought provokers, 
questioners, and status quo disrupters.

The task - to push out the boundaries, to raise the roof, to change the way we talk, think, prevent and respond to 
trauma, particularly the devastating trauma of domestic violence and abuse.

But most of all, Safe World Summit is about solutions - exploring how we can heal from trauma, examining how we 
can build resilience, and re-imagining a world that is equal, respectful and above all safe.

                                                                                                  � Join us in Dublin.
                                                                                                  � Share your ideas with the world’s greatest innovators.
                                                                                                  � Network and meet peers from across the globe.
                                                                                                  � Gain personal and professional development (CPD).
                                                                                                  � Leave energised, empowered and restored.

Dr Edith Eger
Holocaust Survivor, Clinical 
psychologist & Best Selling 

Author 'The Choice: Embrace the 
Possible'

Dr Gillian Ross
Author 

'Consciousness v Catastrophe'
Marian Keyes
Best Selling Author

Dr Riane Eisler
Gender Equality Pioneer, Systems 
Scientist, International Best Seller 
Author of groundbreaking books 

including 'The Real Wealth of 
Nations & 'The Chalice & The Blade'

SPEAKERS INCLUDE:

MARAI LARASI + LYNN ROSENTHAL + STEPHEN FROST + CARLOS ANDRES GOMEZ + MONA ELTAHAWY + INSIA DARIWALA 
+ KATHLEEN CHADA + HELEN WALMSLEY JOHNSON + DAVINA JAMES HANMAN + MORE TO BE ANNOUNCED

HEALING        RESILIENCE        RESTORATION         EQUALITY
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Speakers

Éadaoin 

Bhreathnach

- CAMHS

Éadaoin Bhreathnach
& Billie Hughes (CAMHS)
Workshop: The Just Right State 
Programme - “The Just Right State 
programme looks at the use of 
sensory activities and foods, to help 
childrenlearn how to self regulate 
their emotional states and behaviour. 
It also uses cartoon characters called
‘The Scared Gang’ which represents 
the different survival and attachment 
patterns of behaviour. The different characters tell the children 
how they react to situations and what each of them does 
to achieve the “just-right state”. The goal of the programme 
is to enable children become more emotionally aware of 
themselves and of others, to give them simple tools to enable 
them to self regulate and achieve the just right state, whether 
it is to engage in academic learning, interacting with their 
peers, or to be able to get a good night’s sleep. Children 
are seen in groups of four to six for one hour fifteen minutes 
once a week.  Parents learn how to regulate their child 
from sensory and attachment perspectives. The aim of the 
programme is to enhance parents’ awareness of their own 
engagement patterns and how this impacts on their child’s 
emotional states. It also addresses the underlying reasons 
for behaviours. Parents first complete a sensory-attachment 
profile questionnaire that looks at the survival, sensory, and 
attachment behaviours of their child. They learn about; the 
different levels of self- regulation (physiological, sensory, 
emotional, and cognitive); the regulating effects of food and 
activities; and how to create an enriched environment that is 
tailor made both for them and their child’s sensory-attachment 
needs.”

Roy Fears

Roy Fears
Keynote Presentation: 
Foundations, Floors & 
Fenestrations - The Repair Of 
The Self From The Bottom Up -
This talk will invite you on a 
multi-sensory tour of trauma. Through 
the use creative imagery, storytelling, 
animation and experiential exercises - we 
will walkyou through a narrative about how 
early adverse experiences lead to developmental trauma in 
the child’s growing mind and body; and how it is held within 
individuals, families and the community. En route to finding 
out how to repair early trauma, we understand how the 
trauma carried in the parents’ body is passed down to the 
next generation through the attachment relationship. The walk 
finds its way to the question of repair – and we explore how 
working from the bottom (primitive) brain upwards can help an 
individual to regulate feelings, process ‘frozen’ memories and 
redefine relationships. We plant the seed of change – person 
by person; family by family and community by community.

Fergus 

Cumiskey

Fergus Cumiskey
Keynote Presentation: 
Understanding Suicide Fergus 
Cumiskey, CEO Contact NI, 
pioneered Lifeline, the unique 
Assembly funded regional crisis 
suicide prevention helpline (2006-18). 
Fergus sets out his stall for lessons 
learned from 12 years of the North’s suicide 
prevention Protect Life Strategy. Almost 
1 million Lifeline calls, from more than 50,000
people in crisis, witness to more than 200 family 
bereavements by suicide in just over a decade, this speaker 
has clear messages on what works and what helps people 
in crisis. Firmly grounded in courageous family testimony, 
Fergus offers some practical fresh thinking to tackle suicide 
prevention as the most urgent public health crisis of our times. 
Fergus ranks NI regional suicide rates as disastrous. He links 
international evidence to his conviction that every suicide is 
preventable until the last moment of life.

Gary O’Reilly

Gary O’Reilly
Keynote Presentation: Pesky 
gNATs! Therapeutic Computer 
Games - This presentation will 
describe Pesky gNATs! a suite of
computer games and apps designed
to help children learn Cognitive 
Behaviour Therapy (CBT) and mindfulness 
skills to manage anxiety, low mood and 
complex trauma. This presentation will 
describe and demonstrate the Pesky gNATs approach to 
integrating computer games into therapy for children and 
how our Apps support young people as they transfer in-
session learning to their home, school and community 
life.  Pesky gNATs is produced by a Community Interest 
Company (Handaxe CIC) and made available on a not-for-
profit basis.  Please see our website PeskyGnats.com for more 
details.  



Elaine

 Miller-Karas

Elaine Miller-Karas
Workshop: “The Community 
Resiliency Model® (CRM) - trains 
community members to not only 
help themselves, but to help others 
within their wider social network. 
The primary focus of CRM is to 
educate individuals and communities
 about the biology and neurophysiology 
of trauma as well as teach simple 
biologically-based wellness skills, which can
 help re-set and stabilize the nervous system. 
Through CRM, individuals learn to read sensations connected 
to their own well-being, which TRI calls the “Resilient Zone”. 
CRM’s goal is to help to create “trauma-informed” and 
“resiliency-informed and focused” communities that share a 
common understanding of the impact of trauma and chronic 
stress on the nervous system and how resiliency can be 
restored or increased using this skills-based approach.
When a person begins to manage their own capacity for 
well-being, they can be at their very best in mind, body and 
spirit.  Individuals not only tend to have more compassion for 
themselves but for others while in their Resilient Zone.  The 
skills learned can be shared with individuals across the 
lifespan.  Resiliency is described as an individual’s and 
community’s ability to identify and use individual and 
collective strengths in living fully in the present moment, and 
to thrive while managing the activities of daily living.

Dan Siegel

Dan Siegel
Keynote Presentation: 
Developing a “Yes” Brain in 
Children & Adolescents - 
“When facing challenges, 
unpleasant tasks, and contentious 
issues such as homework, screen 
time, food choices, and bedtime, 
children often act out or shut down, 
responding with reactivity instead of receptivity. 
This is what New York Times bestselling authors Daniel J. 
Siegel and Tina Payne Bryson call a No Brain response. But 
our kids can be taught to approach life with openness and 
curiosity. Parents can foster their children’s ability to say yes 
to the world and welcome all that life has to offer, even during 
difficult times. This is what it means to cultivate a Yes Brain.
When kids work from a Yes Brain, they’re more willing to take 
chances and explore. They’re more curious and imaginative, 
less worried about making mistakes. They’re better at 
relationships and more flexible and resilient when it comes to 
handling adversity and big feelings. They work from a clear 
internal compass that directs their decisions, as well as the 
way they treat others. Guided by their Yes Brain, they become 
more open, creative, and resilient.
In The Yes Brain, Dan Siegel give parents skills, scripts, 
ideas, and activities to bring kids of all ages into the 
overwhelmingly beneficial “yes” state.

Workshop: Cross-Generational Trauma and 
Healing:  Harnessing the power of consciousness and 
community to cultivate well-being. “In this presentation, 
the potential mechanisms of how trauma impacts our lives 
across generations will be explored.  Mental adaptations to 
overwhelming and life-threatening events will be described, 
and the way these patterns of coping influence ongoing 
strategies of life as well as relational connections will be 
discussed.  In addition, the somatic impacts of adverse 
experiences will be outlined, including developmental 
impediments to brain integration, epigenetic effects on the 
regulation of gene expression, and the direct effect on stress 
related impacts on the immune, inflammatory, telomere, and 
cardiovascular systems.  The great news is that by exploring 
issues such as embitterment, insecure attachment, unresolved 
trauma, and neuroplasticity, we can see the empirically 
supported pathways toward healing that can directly address 
the ways trauma compromises our lives.  
The presentation will combine didactic discussions, 
experiential immersions, and community focused topics that 
can help promote the healing process.

Shoshanah 

Lyons

Speakers

Shoshanah Lyons
Keynote Presentation: 
Foundations, Floors & 
Fenestrations - The Repair Of 
The Self From The Bottom Up -
This talk will invite you on a
multi-sensory tour of trauma. Through 
the use creative imagery, storytelling,
animation and experiential exercises - we 
will walk you through a narrative about how 
early adverse experiences lead to developmental trauma in 
the child’s growing mind and body; and how it is held within 
individuals, families and the community. En route to finding 
out how to repair early trauma, we understand how the 
trauma carried in the parents’ body is passed down to the 
next generation through the attachment relationship. The walk 
finds its way to the question of repair – and we explore how 
working from the bottom (primitive) brain upwards can help an 
individual to regulate feelings, process ‘frozen’ memories and 
redefine relationships. We plant the seed of change – person 
by person; family by family and community by community.
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Speakers

Prof Jim
Dornan

Prof Jim Dornan
Keynote Presentation: Birth & My 
Baby, Bringing Up Kids Trauma 
Free - Part 1. Many mothers are 
fortunate to have wonderful, life 
enhancing, empowering, stress free 
births of babies who are rarely 
distressed, feed and sleep like clockwork, 
and sail seamlessly into school. But many 
do not. Genetics, variable healthcare 
provision, personal choices, local circumstances 
and ‘luck’ all play their part. A normal pregnancy and birth is 
a retrospective assessment. Choice has huge positives, but 
is it always based on best evidence? Has it always provided 
the desired outcomes? Could we better prepare mothers 
for the journey? Could we better support parents when 
disappointment looms? Are “pain and sorrow” inevitable?
When we talk of birth trauma, we mean Post Traumatic Stress 
Disorder (PTSD) that occurs after childbirth. It is estimated 
to affect about 1 in every 3 people who have a traumatic 
experience.
What will you learn?:
� Pregnancy trauma can’t be totally avoided.
� Choice is often good, but maybe not always?
� Choice can lead to unintended outcomes.
� Predicting pregnancy outcomes is not science….yet!
� Effects of Trauma must be addressed promptly and 
professionally.

Robin Shapiro
Keynote Presentation: How To 
Survive The Grief Process  - 
This presentation begins with a 
description of grief and a list of 
losses: people (by death or moving 
on), jobs, sense of self, political, and 
more. It moves onto a discussion of 
affect tolerance and cultural expressions 
of grief and stresses the importance of 
feeling, even if your mates try to shut you down. It then delves 
into the actual processes of grief, the general stages, including 
Shock, Anger/Blaming, Sorrow/Depression, Feeling a Bit Better, 
and Missing-the-Person-But-Over-the-Acute-Grief. It moves on 
to “Robin’s Rules of Grief”: “It always hurts more than you think 
it should.” “It always lasts longer than you think it should.” “Avoid 
it and it will never go away.” “Feel it all and it will move through.” 
There will be a short section on when to find a professional to 
help you through the process, and the usefulness of support 
groups and rituals for grief. The workshop includes audience 
participation, through polls, questions, and guided imagery. 
Participants will have handouts of both the Stages and Robin’s 
Rules of Grief.

Followed by: Marie-Therese O’Hagan of WAVE Trauma.

Robin Shapiro

Steve Hoskinson
Keynote Presentation: Birth & My 
Baby, Bringing Up Kids Trauma 
Free -  Part 2. Revisioning Therapy
 and Re-synching Our Psychology - 
There are so many traditions and
 tools for helping, and most are helpful
 much of the time— from exposure to 
somatic protocols. However, a new 
paradigm is emerging. In this address 
Steven Hoskinson will reflect on the 
principles of change from a complex systems perspective 
of human biology. These principles can help make sense of 
success, and failure, in therapy, and especially trauma work. 
We begin by understanding what a “self-organizing system” 
is, and see how helpers can actually shepherd this basic 
tendency in people.  The light at the end of the tunnel— it’s 
the end of trauma.  And behind the curtain of our personality, 
thoughts and emotions, is our neurobiology, and you can 
watch how the symphony of our organism plays, and meet the 
Conductor— it’s You! 

Steve
Hoskinson

Fiona Pienaar

Fiona Pienaar
Keynote Presentation: Safely 
Navigating Social Media - 
Children and young people are 
growing up in a digital world; a world
that has been described as ‘always 
on’. Our youth should, according to the 
UK Department for Education Quality 
Standards for Children’s Homes (2015) 
guide, have safe access to a computer 
and the Internet to support their education 
and learning. While most homes provide that access, knowing 
how to educate and support children and young people 
to navigate the internet and social media safely, can be an 
ever-present challenge. It can feel as if there is a lack of clear, 
simple-to-follow guidance. There has, however, been an 
increase in research and recommendations. This presentation 
explores the challenges and the benefits of social media, with 
an overview of recommendations and guidance. There are 
thought provoking opportunities to reflect on our own use, 
as adults, of social media and how this may contribute to our 
children’s development and safety in a digital world. 



Speakers

Gabor Maté
Keynote Presentation: The 
Hungry Ghost: A 
Biospsychosocial Perspective 
on Addiction, from Heroin to 
Workaholism - For twelve years Dr. 
Maté was the staff physician at a clinic 
for drug-addicted people in Vancouver’s 
Downtown Eastside, where he worked 
with patients challenged by hard-core drug addiction, 
mental illness and HIV, including at Vancouver Supervised 
Injection Site. In his most recent bestselling book In The 
Realm of Hungry Ghosts, he shows that their addictions do 
not represent a discrete set of medical disorders; rather, they 
merely reflect the extreme end of a continuum of addiction, 
mostly hidden, that runs throughout our society. In The Realm 
Of Hungry Ghosts draws on cutting-edge science to illuminate 
where and how addictions originate and what they have 
in common. Contrary to what is often claimed, the source 
of addictions is not to be found in genes, but in the early 
childhood environment where the neurobiology of the brain’s 
reward pathways develops and the where the emotional 
patterns that lead to addiction are wired into the unconscious. 
Stress, both then and later in life, creates the predisposition 
for addictions, whether to drugs, alcohol, nicotine, or to 
behavioural addictions such as shopping or sex. Helping the 
addicted individual requires that we appreciate the function 
of the addiction in his or her life. More than a disease, the 
addiction is a response to a distressing life history and life 
situation. Once we recognize the roots of addiction and the 
lack it strives (in vain) to fill, we can develop a compassionate 
approach toward the addict, one that stands the best chance 
of restoring him or her to wholeness and health

Gabor Maté

Workshop: Beyond The Medical Model: A 
Biopsychosocial View of Attention Deficit Disorder 
and other Childhood Developmental Disorders - The 
diagnosis of attention deficit disorder, or AD(H)D (with or 
without hyperactivity), is burgeoning. Nearly three million 
children in the U.S. take stimulant medications for this 
condition, while in Canada the number of Ritalin prescriptions 
has more than quintupled in the last decade. The prevailing 
medical model of ADHD views it as an inheritable illness. In 
his bestselling Scattered Minds Gabor Maté rejects a narrow 
genetic perspective – and this despite the fact that he has 
been diagnosed with ADD himself, as have two of his children. 
He shows that while genetic predisposition may play a role, it 
is by no means decisive. Neurobiological research has clearly 
demonstrated that the development of the human brain is not 
genetically determined but rather is significantly influenced 
and shaped by the environment. An increase in societal and 
parental stress, affecting the developing highly susceptible 
brains of infants -- as opposed to some sudden, highly 
implausible proliferation of an “ADD gene” on a large scale 
-- is responsible for the increasing number of cases now being 
diagnosed among children and adults.Such a biopsychosocial 
view has profound implications for the treatment of AD(H)
D and related developmental disorders in both children 
and adults. The circuitry and physiology of the brain are 
affected by the environment not only during critical periods 
of early childhood development, but throughout the human 
lifetime. Medications may be part of the overall treatment 
plan, but they should not necessarily be the primary, and 
never the only, line of treatment. Too often, symptom-control 
approaches actually undermine what should be the long-term 
goal: neurobiological and psychological development



Arts Dialogue Collective 
Wednesday 27th at 11.30am & 
Thursday 28th at 11.20am - Main Stage  

When they aren’t performing on the main stage, throughout the 
2 days of Young Hearts & Minds you will find the #ArtsDialogue 
Collective in Bar One of the Waterfront. With live music, 
demonstrations and interactive activities including our Sensory 
Peace programme.  

In their work over the past 14 years, through creative peacebuilding 
activities Beyond Skin have been working with people with mental 
health & trauma issues due to the impact of conflict or living in a post 
conflict society. Action Trauma are delighted to be able to include Beyond Skin’s 
#ArtsDialogue Collective as part of the Young Hearts & Minds programme. 

This collective of international and intergenerational musicians, visual artists, producers, writers & cultural ambassadors, are 
passionate about creating positive social change through intercultural music, arts, dance, digital media and sensory engagement. 

“Enabling the Arts as the dialogue to assist the development of a more peaceful,  equal and intercultural society free from racism 
& sectarianism.” Darren Ferguson – Beyond Skin 

www.artsdialogue.org          �         www.beyondskin.net  

The Young Hearts & Minds #ArtsDialogue Collective are: 
� Mim Suleiman                                       � Jamie Harper  
� Nikos Petsakos                                     � Andrea Walker  
� Claire - Louise Turner                           � Amita Ravikirana  
� Mark Smulian                                        � Raphael Frank  
� Ami Yares                                              � Dr Janelle Junkin  
� Hajer Ben Messaoud                            � Shelley Deane
� Tessa Ann                                              � Darren Ferguson

Every Brilliant Thing 

Thursday 28th June 
3.50pm – Main Stage 

You’re six years old. Mum’s in hospital. Dad says she’s 
‘done something stupid’. She finds it hard to be happy. 

So you start to make a list of everything that’s brilliant about the world. Everything that’s worth living for. 

Bringing the theatre to the mainstage Young Hearts & Minds are delighted to bring you a rehearsed reading of scenes from 
‘Every Brilliant Thing’ by Duncan Macmillan, with Jonny Donahoe, performed by Michael King. ‘Every Brilliant Thing’ is a short play  
exploring depression in the funniest, most hopeful and uplifting way possible. 



Sing For Life Choir 
                Wednesday 27th June 
                12noon - Main Stage 

The Sing For Life Community Choir, developed in 
partnership by Cancer Focus Northern Ireland and The 
Crescent Arts Centre, was established for anyone who is 
affected by cancer. Camaraderie, stress relief, improved 
lung function, relaxation and confidence boosting. These 
are just some of the benefits members of the Belfast-based 
choir have experienced. 

Research has shown that regular choral participation is followed 
by improvement in quality of life and self-esteem for those affected 
by cancer. The choir provides an opportunity to meet others 
with shared experiences, providing a supportive and friendly 
environment to learn new skills in choral singing and act as a 
hopeful, uplifting, and encouraging system of support.  

The choir meets once a week in Belfast and no experience is 
required to join. If you simply like singing upbeat and uplifting 
songs, why not come along and join us. For more information about 
Sing For Life visit CrescentArts.org or call 028 9024 2338 

Open House 
Festival Choir 

                             Thursday 28th June 
                             11.50am – Main Stage 

The Open House Festival Choir made its first appearance 
in 2015 as a highlight of the Open House Festival in Bangor. 
Led by local musician, composer and facilitator, Katie 
Richardson, the choir has gone from strength to strength, 
with sell out performances year after year.  

As Katie explains, ‘The ethos of the choir is building confidence in 
people because there is this feeling from individuals that “I’m not a 
singer”, “I can’t sing” or “I couldn’t possibly sing a solo”... 
You can’t underestimate the importance of creating a space to build 
confidence and a community.’ 

‘There are also so many studies on how singing improves mental 
health,’ she adds, ‘and looking at the surveys we have done within 
the choir, it has really meant a lot to people. I get a lot out of it myself 
– it is a real confidence booster, fun and a great stress reliever.’
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Exhibitors

No Alibis Bookstore
david@noalibis.com
02890319601
www.noalibis.com

Independent Bookstore focusing on Crime Fiction 
& all things of a Literary Nature. Plus Live Events

Connected for Life
deirdre@connectedforlife.co.uk
07874742704
www.connectedforlife.co.uk

Raising awareness of the far reaching impact of 
childhood adversity and supporting those affected

Action Mental Health
jgreer@amh.org.uk
07970882185
www.amh.org.uk

Action Mental Health changes the lives of those 
living with mental ill health & promotes resilience

Streetbeat Youth Project
info@streetbeatyouthproject.com
02890310010
www.streetbeatyouthproject.com

Helping young people fulfil their potential

Ireland SE
b.keenan70@ntlworld.com
00447974683509
irelandse.org

Making Somatic Experiencing trauma support 
accessible and available throughout Ireland.
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Parentkind
jayne.thompson@parentkind.org.uk
03001235460
www.parentkind.org.uk

Bringing together home and school

Pips Charity
training@pipscharity.com
02890805850
www.pipscharity.com

Pips Charity is a suicide prevention organisation 
that also supports families bereaved by suicide

Regional Fostering and 
Adoption
paul.teer@setrust.hscni.net
08000720137
www.adoptionandfostering.hscni.net

The SETrust and Belfast Trust recruiting Foster 
Carers for children 0-18 yrs in N.I.

Victims & Survivors Service
jen.ashton@vssni.org
02890279100
www.victimsservice.org

We provide support, services and care to victims 
and survivors of the Troubles/Conflict

WAVE Trauma Centre
mtohagan@wavetrauma.org
02890779922
wavetraumacentre.org.uk

WAVE is a charitable organisation which offers 
care and support to those effected by the 
Troubles.
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Ashton Community Trust
nuala.mccallum@ashtoncentre.com
07835035294
www.ashtoncentre.com

Breakthrough is funded by the European Union 
under PEACE IV; Children & Young People’s strand.

Lifeline
josephine.murray@hscni.net
02890632626
www.lifelinehelpline.info

If you, or someone you know, is in distress or 
despair, call Lifeline free on 0808 808 8000.

Start360
zoe.anderson@start360.org
02890435810
www.start360.org

Start360 delivers health, justice & employability 
services to young people, adults & families in NI.

Women’s Aid Northern Ireland
karin.jeffrey@womensaidni.org
02890249041
www.womensaidni.org

Supporting all victims of domestic and sexual 
violence in Northern Ireland.

Body & Soul
rebeccab@bodyandsoulcharity.org
02079236880
www.bodyandsoulcharity.org

Transforming the life-threatening effects of 
childhood adversity in people of all ages.

Barnardo’s Northern Ireland
nicola.darnbrook@barnardos.org.uk
02890642366
www.barnardos.org.uk

Barnardo’s NI works for children across Northern 
Ireland and we work wherever children need us 
most.



We will be using the ‘Slido’ system for audience engagement and interactivity, this is a 
user-friendly smart phone/cell phone system which will facilitate audience Q&A sessions 
and at the same time allowing our speakers to ask the audience questions.

To use Slido:
1. Please take out your smartphone and connect to the wifi
2. Open the web browser
3. Go to www.slido.com and enter the event code: #summit18 
4. In the app, you can submit your questions 

We have also prepared a few polls that we will be running throughout the Trauma Summit.

EVENT CODE:

#summit18
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only £124
for all videos

International Trauma  
Recovery Summit  
Videos  
of Keynote Presentations & Workshops  
 

The International Trauma Recovery Summit is taking place in the conference 
centre of the Waterfront at the same time as Young Hearts & Minds.  

This event is for professionals and anyone with a particular interest in learning 
more about the mental health impact of psychological trauma, and the latest 
treatment modalities. 

We have partnered with Psychotherapy Excellence to provide a suite of videos 
of nearly all of the 18 presentations featuring at the Trauma Summit. Please 
note that some content may be withheld at the request of the speaker. 

 The suite of videos can be ordered online at a discounted rate of £124 after 
12th July 2018 via:  

www.trauma-summit.com/video  

With each video you will receive a Continuing 
Professional Development Certificate,
insight into the mental health impact of 
trauma, and what modalities exist to aid 
in recovery.


